Kansas Evaluation Project Agenda
February 10-11, 2011
Wichita, Kansas
Purpose of the Meeting: To finalize what Kansas educators believe most
needs to be measured in a teacher evaluation system; to prioritize those
measures; to pull in detail from three KS models any measures that could
be utilized in a KS instrument; to begin examination of models from outside
Kansas that are currently available to pull any appropriate measures; to
reexamine the issue of value-added measures.
Meeting Goals:
1) Use work from last session to fine-tune our measurement outline and to
prioritize measures.
2) Reexamine issues around value-added modeling.
3) Review existing evaluation models to determine if appropriate match to
the suggested evidence collection.

9:30

Coffee and networking

All

10:00 Greetings and Introductions

Pamela Coleman

10:05 Overview of two-day meeting

Katherine Bassett
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10:10 Value-added modeling discussion continued

Henry Braun

11:45 Review of principal and superintendent decisions on what is most
important to measure

Cindy Tocci

12:15 Lunch
1:00 Review of MTA model

Cathy Skinner

2:15 Break
2:30 Revisiting the ‘slices’ and standards chart

Katherine Bassett

3:00 Revisiting ways of collecting evidence

Katherine Bassett

3:15 Small group work: classroom observation, student growth data,
professional contributions

Peg Dunlap

4:30 Whole group share out

All

5:00 Adjourn
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8:30

Coffee and networking

Goals for the day





All
Katherine Bassett

Examination of Kansas models through the lens of evidence to be
collected
Examination of two models from other states: GA and NC
Determination of where, within each model, are components that
we might use to evaluate teachers in KS
Overall review of KS and out-of-state models thus far

9:00 Review of work yesterday and overview of process we will use to
review models today

All

9:30

All

Targeted review of KS models

Break as needed

All

10:15 Discussion of recommendations from KS models

All

11:15 Begin review of GA and NC models
12:00 Lunch

All

12:45 Continue review process

All

1:15

Discussion of recommendations from GA and NC models

All

2:00

Next steps and adjourn

Katherine Bassett
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